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1. Solutions benefits 

1.1. For the customer 

1.1.1. General information 

Registration of a domain name is a vital step for all businesses and 

organizations; Internet keeps growing and continues at a phenomenal 

rate. It is essential that your offer includes a professional net presence 

to your customers. 

1.1.2. Features 

LuxCloud provides a user-friendly and affordable domain name 

registration service; all major TLDs and ccTLDs are available. The 

LuxCloud domain name registration service includes the following 

tools: 

 

URL forwarding 

Redirect traffic from one domain to another 

 

Email forwarding  

Automatically forward emails to another valid email address 

 

DNS management  

Retain complete control over DNS records 

 

Transfer lock  

Protect domain from unauthorized domain transfers 

 

 

1.2. For the Sales Partner 

1.2.1. General information 

LuxCloud offers you to register and create your customers domain 

names on the DNS systems of our platform. That DNS environment is 

the link between a domain and a specified IP address of a server, 

website or application. LuxCloud manages the DNS servers and 

provides information so that Internet users can get to the proper 

destination. 

During the ordering process of the domain, we facilitate online 

registration or transfer of domain names. This is done (by the 

Registries) with the respective organizations who manage the Top 

Level Domains (TLD). Changes to the DNS can be performed by 

website or domain administrator within an organization or by the Sales 

Partner via a simple web interface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

1.2.2. Registration 

During the registration process, LuxCloud registers a domain name 

at the appropriate registry. The end-user remains the ‘owner’ of the 

domain name. There are two kinds of TLDs, generic (gTLD) and 

country (ccTLD) top level domains. Prices and procedures regarding 

registrations can vary from one registry to the other. LuxCloud has 

currently selected the mostly used and automated TLDs. Find the 

complete list and pricing in Chapter 1.3 of this document. 

1.2.3.  Transfers 

Transferring a domain can take from 1 minute up to 6 weeks, and 

can be a simple procedure but can also take a longer time. LuxCloud 

has many years’ experience of domain registration and therefore also 

the know-how to ensure you get the expected results. 

1.2.4. Top level domains 

LuxCloud offers a large array of international top-level domains (TLDs) 

from a single source. 

 gTLD: A generic top-level domain is one of the categories of top-

level domains (TLDs) maintained by the Internet Assigned 

Numbers Authority (IANA) for use in the Domain Name System of 

the Internet. 

 ccTLD: A country code top-level domain is a domain generally 

used by or reserved for a country, a sovereign state, or 

a dependent territory. 

 

 

Domain Name Registration (€) 

.at 12 .es 6.50 .name 9.40 

.be 4 .eu 6.40 .net 6.40 

.biz 9.40  .fr 8.80 .nl 5.80 

.ch 12.59  .in 16.93 .no 12.90 

.co.il 22  .info 8.90 .org 8.90 

.co.in 10.29  .lu 18.90 .si 19.20 

.co.nl 5.60  .me 16 .sk 25.09 

.com 7.90 .mobi 7.80 .tv 35.66 

.de 4.29      

New TLD’s (€) 

.agency 23.20 .club 18.85 .co 30.35 

.consulting 34.80 .deals 34.80 .guide 34.80 

.website 33.35 .link 11.60 .lol 52.20 

.love 55.10 .photo 34.80 .work 14.50 

.online 63.80 .tools 34.80 .xyz 17.40 

.solutions 23.20 .io 63   
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